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StrategiesinlearningafbreignlanguageandEnglishproficiency

levels：anexaminationofJapaneseEFLleamers

NonnanFewell

Introduction

Languagelearningstrategies（LLSs）havebeenidentifiedas

significantandinfluentialvariablesthatmayofferinsightintothe

resultantvarianceoflanguagelearnerproficiencylevels，Earlystudies

concerningcharacteristicsofsuccessfullanguagelearners（Rubin，

1975；Stern，1975；ＮａｉｍａｎｅｔａＬ，1978）havegeneratedinterestin

understandingindividualdifferencesandthevariablesthatmayaffect

thisprocess・Sincethecomplexitiesofsecondlanguageacquisition

involveanarrayofuncontrollableinfluentialfactors，many

practitionersandscholarshaveembracedLLSsasbeinganeffective

andworkablecomponentofthelanguagelearningprocess、Theability

todirectlymanipulateandmanagetheseelementsforimproved

languagelearningefficiencydistinguishesLLSsfromanumberof

variablesthatimpactthelanguagelearningprocess．Advocatedasan

importantandteachablecomponentforlanguagelearning（Chamot，

2001；Chen，2007；Oxford＆Nyikos，1989)，thepotentialand

practicabilityoｆＬＬＳｓｈａｓｌｅｄｔｏｔｈｅｄｅｖｅｌｏｐｍｅｎｔｏｆａnumberof

languagestrategytrainingprograms（Cohen，1998；Macaro，2001；

Nunan，1996；Sengupta，2000；Yang，1996）encouragingfurther

interestinthisareaAdditionally，proponentsofincreasedlanguage

learnerautonomyhaverecognizedLLSsasakeyfactorinpromoting

individualizedlearningandresponsibilityasviablealternativestototal

classroomdependency（Brown，1994；Oxford，１９９６；Wenden，1991；
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Yang，１９９８)．RecognizingthepotentialimpactofLLSs，acomparative

investigationofstrategypreferencesandEnglishlanguageproficiency

levelswasconductedonagroupofuniversityEFLstudentsin

Okinawa，Japantoassesspossiblecorrelations，Furtherexamination

includedanexplorationintothepossibilityofadditionalrelated

elementsinfluencingLLSpreferencesandutilization．

EmergenceofLLSResearch

Asanincreasingnumberofstudieshavebeguntoidentify

noticeabledifferencesintheindividuallanguagelearner，agradual

interestemergedintoresearchfocusingonindividualdiversityand

distinctionStudiesthathaveoncemonopolizedsecondlanguage

acquisition（SLA）researchwithanexaminationoflanguageand

methodologybegantoshifttowardsinvestigatinglearner

characteristics・AfterRubin（1975）ａｎｄStern（1975）established

precedenceforfocusongoodlanguagelearnercharacteristics，ａｎｅｗ

ａｒｅａｏｆｉｎｔｅｒｅｓｔｉｎＳＬＡｂｅｇａｎｔｏmaterializeAfterwards，the

publicationof7beGoodLanguagｅＬｅａｍｅｒ（Ｎａｉｍａｎｅｔａ1.,1978）

ｅｍｅｒｇｅｄａｎｄｔｈｅｃｏｎｃｅｐｔｏｆｉｎｖｅｓｔｉｇatingindividuallanguagelearner

CharacteristicswouldbecomeanintegralpartofSLAresearchAmong

numerousindividuallanguagelearnervariablesthathavebeenstudied

quiteextensivelyinSLAsincethemid-70s，researchinLLSshas

continuedtoattractinterest、Althoughanumberofresearchershave

foundapositiveassociationbetweenincreasedLSSutilizationand

increasedsecondlanguage（L2）proficiency（Bruen，2001；Ｇan，

Humphreys＆Hamp-Lyons，2004；Ｌａｎ＆Oxford，2003)，Reiss（as

citedinKaylani，１９９６，ｐ、７８）ｆｏｕｎｄｔｈａｔｉｔｗａｓｎｏｔｍｅｒｅｌｙｔｈｅｑｕａｎtity

butthequalityofLLSsusedthatwasarecognizableelement
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distinguishingsuccessfulfromlesssuccessfullearners、Similarly，other

studieshavesuggestedthatalthoughmoresuccessfullearnerstended

tousemorestrategies，ｔｈｅｎｕｍｂｅｒｏｆｓｔｒａｔｅｇｉｅｓｗａｓｌｅｓｓｉｍportant

thantherelevanceofstrategyapplicationtoagiventask（Ｃｈａｍｏｔ＆

KUpper，１９８９；ＮａｉｍａｎｅｔａＬ，１９７８；Oxford，１９９０，１９９２；Rubin，１９７５，

１９８７L

LLSpreferencesandthedegreeofutilizationmayultimately

dependonanynumberofpossiblefactors，includingcultural

background，educationalexperiences，learninggoals，motivation，

attitude，age，ａｎｄgendervariability（Cohen，1998；Ｏ１Ｍａｌｌｅｙｅｔａ1.,

1985a，1985b；Oxford，1990；Politzer＆McGroarty，1985)．Additional

factors，suchasstageoflearning，taskrequirement，andindividual

learningstylesmayalsoinfluenceselectionandfrequｅｎｃｙｏｆＬＬＳｓ

(Oxford，1990；Reid，1987,1995)，nottomentionfactorsrelatingto

personality（Oxford＆Cohen，1992)，sensorypreferences（Oxfordet

aL，1991；Reid，1987,1995）andindividuallanguagelearnerbeliefs

(Horwitz，1987,1999；Wenden，1987,1999；Yang，1999)．Amultitude

ofpotentialvariablesmayimpactlanguagelearnerdifferencesand

ultimatelyLLSpreferencesFurthercomplicationsarisefromthefact

thatresearchersmayencounterdifficultiesduetoretrievalmethod

limitationsofexternalobservationssuchas:thinkaloudprotocoL

interviews，diaryentries，questionnaires，orotherparticipantconscious

methods；certainlysusceptibletofalsification、Therearecertainly

limitationsinＬＬSresearchandcriticshaveattemptedtoidentifyits

vulnerabilities（Macaro，2006；Seliger，1983；Woodrow，20051

Nevertheless，thedifficultiesofdatacollectionareonlyasmall

obstacleincomparisontothepotentialbenefitsLLSshavetooffer

languagelearners．
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LanguageLearnerStrategies

Languagelearnerstrategiesmaybedefinedasactionslearners

utilizetoimprovethedevelopmentoftheirlanguagelearningskills

(Oxford，1990)．ＴｈｅＳ伽tegyLwentoryfbrLanguageLeammｇ(SILL)，

ａｑｕｅｓｔｉｏｎｎａｉｒｅｄｅｓｉｇｎｅｄｔｏｍｅａｓｕｒｅＬＬＳｓ，ａｔｔｅｍｐｔｓｔｏｆｉｒｓｔｉｄｅｎｔｉｆｙ

ｕｓｅｒｐｒｅferencesinaclassificationsystemoftwogeneralstrategy

groups，directandindirect・Moreprecisemeasurementsfocus

identificationofLLSswithinsubcategoriesconsistingofsixstrategy

groupsintotaLStrategiesthatdirectlyinvolvelearningthetarget

language（ＴＬ）includememory，cognitive，andcompensation・Memory

strategiesconcernthestorageandretrievalofnewlanguage・

Cognitivestrategiesinvolvethementalprocessesassociatedwith

manipulating，transforming，andinteractingwiththeTLCompensation

strategiesareutilizedbylearnerstooffsetinadequateknowledge

neededforunderstandingandproductioｎｏｆｔｈｅＴＬＴｈｅｓｅｃｏｎｄｓｅｔｏｆ

ｓｔｒａｔｅｇｉespresentedbyOxford（1990）includesindirectstrategiesor

thoseinvolvingactionsorprocesseswhichlearnersregulate，manage，

andself-directinlearninglndirectstrategiesrefertostrategiesthat

arelimitedtoasupportiverolewithoutbeingdirectlyrelatedtothe

interactionoflanguageitselfStrategiescategorizedwithinthisgroup

includemetacognitive，affective，ａｎｄsocial、Metacognitivestrategies

areaspectsassociatedwithplanning，monitoring，andevaluatingthe

TLAffectivestrategiesrefertostrategiesthatlearnersutilizeto

controlemotionsandattitudesaboutlanguagelearningFinally，social

strategiesarethoseemployedtofacilitateengagementintheTL

throughinteractionwithothers・

AsinterestinLLSshasbeensteadilygrowingforthepastthirty

years，ｔｈｅｃｒｅａｔｉｏｎｏｆｔｈｅＳＩＬＬ（Oxford，１９９０）ｗａｓｔｈｅｒｅｓｕｌｔｏｆｔｈｅ
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needtoestablishsomestandardizationingatheringcomparabledata・

ＴｈｅＳＩＬＬｈａｓｙｉｅｌｄｅｄａｎｅｎｏｒｍｏｕｓａｍｏuntofresearchtodatethat

hasheightenedawarenessoftheimportanceofLLSPeriodicstudies

allowustoassessthesituationinnumerouslanguagelearningsettings

andpromotｅｔｈｅｂａｓｉｃｐｒｅｍｉseofcontinualencouragementfor

languagelearnerstomoreeffectivelyutilizeLLSsAsignificant

portiｏｎｏｆｅａｒｌｙｒｅｓｅａｒｃｈｗａｓｌｉｍｉｔｅｄｔｏｏbservationsofsamplegroups

ofunguidedlanguagelearnerswhohaverandomlyadoptedLLSsby

theirowninitiativesDuringthisperiodmanyresearcherswereonly

beginningtoinvestigateLLSsandpractitionershavenotyetintegrated

thisconceptintotheirclasses・AsLLSswereunfamiliartomost

learnersandeducators，successorfailureinalanguagedepended，to

alargeextent，oninstinctandguessworkintheselectionof

appropriateLLSs・Ｂａｓｅｄｏｎｏｂservationsandinterviewsofsuccessful

andunsuccessfullanguagelearners，researcherswereeventuallyable

toidentifymorepreferableLLSsforlearningefficiency・As

informationconcerningLLSswasinitiallyretrievedfromthe

miscalculationsoflesssuccessfullearnersandtheunpredictable

guessworkofmoresuccessfullearners，ｏｎｅｍａｙａｓｓｕｍｅｔｈａｔｔｈｉｓ

ｍｅｔｈｏｄｏｆｉｎquirywasrestrictedtoanerainhistoryoflesscomplete

knowledgeandthatcurrentcircumstancesnolongerreflectthis

situationwiththewidespreadavailabilityofinformationconcerning

LLSsAlthoughthecurrentlanguagelearningenvironmenthassince

evolvedwithinnovativeteachingmethodologiesandadvanced

technologicaltoolstoassistlearners，ｔｈｅｌｅｖｅｌｓｏｆＬＬＳａｗａｒｅｎｅｓｓｉｎ

ｓｏｍｅＥFLsettingscontinuestobeseverelｙｌｉｍｉｔｅｄ．
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Strategy Inventory for Language Learning

The SILL was developed by Oxford (1990) to assess language

learner preferences and the frequency of LLS utilization. It also

served a need for a standardized questionnaire that could be used in

a variety of second and foreign language learning contexts. A self-

report questionnaire used to measure the frequency and form of

language learning strategies, it consists of a total of 50 items

describing language learning strategies that participants rate on a

five-point Likert scale from strongly agree to strongly disagree. SILL

scores averaging 3.5 - 5.0 are designated as high; 2.5 - 3.4 are

considered medium strategy utilization; and scores ranging from 1.0 -

2.4 are often labeled as low strategy use (Oxford & Burry-Stock,

1995). A total of six sections, each measuring a specific type of LLS,

correspond to one of the six strategy types designated by Oxford's

(1990) LLS categorization:

A. Direct Strategies

1. Memory Strategies

a. Creating mental linkages

b. Applying images and sounds

c. Reviewing well

d. Employing action

2. Cognitive Strategies

a. Practicing

b. Receiving and sending messages

c. Analyzing and reasoning

d. Creating structure for input

and output

3. Compensation Strategies

a. Guessing intelligently

b. Overcoming limitations

in speaking and writing

B. Indirect Strategies

1. Metacognitive Strategies

a. Centering your learning

b. Arranging and planning your

learning

c. Evaluating your learning

2. Affective Strategies

a. Lowering your anxiety

b. Encouraging yourself

c. Taking your emotional temperature

3. Social Strategies

a. Asking questions

b. Cooperating with others

c. Empathizing with other

(Oxford, 1990, p.17)
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The Study

The aim of this study is to examine the relation between LLS

utilization and English proficiency levels among a group of EFL

learners in a Japanese university. In addition, a number of potential

influential variables relevant to both LLS utilization and English

proficiency levels were examined. This study will also offer a

perspective uncharacteristic of typical ESL environments in its

examination of a closer homogenous sample group. This will allow for

less variable interference from the effects of differing languages and

cultural backgrounds. In addition, this particular EFL setting offers a

unique perspective in comparison to the Japanese mainland. Okinawa

may be described as a declining multilingual community gravitating

towards monolingualism. Remnants of its native languages barely

survive in remote areas of the islands with some lexical and

phonological characteristics present elsewhere in a local blend with

the dominant national language of Japanese. Okinawa also offers an

additionally unique perspective with its history of English language

contact. Formerly a U.S. occupied territory for over a quarter of a

century with several major U.S. military bases still occupying the

island, the existence of a formidable English-speaking population have

continually inhabited Okinawa for the past sixty years. The island of

Okinawa may also be described as a quasi-ESL/EFL environment,

depending on individual contact with the local English-speaking

population. Diverse language communities exist on the island, with the

proportion of English-speakers related to the proximity from the U.S.

military bases. The overall English-speaker population on the islands

fluctuates around 5% to 6% of the total island population. It has been

noted that foreign and second language learning situations are
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dependent on individual willingness to interact with TL speakers,

despite the composition of the language community (Cohen, 1998).

However, the availability of this option alone is a distinguishing

feature of Okinawa from that of mainland Japan. SILL-based research

on the mainland of Japan by Noguchi (as cited in Oxford & Burry-

Stock, 1995, p. 13), revealed a lesser degree of social LLS utilization

by participants, the result of a nearly nonexistent foreign English-

speaking population. This exemplifies the extreme differences between

these two distinct language environments. The abovementioned

circumstances may present favorable conditions for SILL-based

research in this language setting.

Methods and Results

This study attempts to evaluate data collected from a variety of

sources to determine patterns and frequency of LLS utilization in

comparison to English proficiency levels among a group of EFL

learners. Data were collected through administration of a Japanese

translated version of the Strategy Inventory for Language Learning

(SILL version 7.0 for ESL/EFL learners, 50 items), to assess the

frequency and form of utilization of language learning strategies

(Oxford, 1990). In addition, a computerized English proficiency test, a

brief background questionnaire and interviews with selected

participants were conducted. Data collected from participants in the

study were divided into two groups, depending on English proficiency

test scores. A comparative sampling of participants based on English

proficiency scores in the top 25% and bottom 25% would allow a more

distinct representation of the correlation between LLS preferences and

English proficiency levels. The sample group consisted of EFL



students enrolled in a university language class in Okinawa, Japan. All

of the participants were majoring in English-related studies. The

number of participants in the study consisted of 32 students in total.

The subjects were further divided into two subgroups based on

English proficiency scores on a standardized English exam. Each

subgroup included of eight participants in either the top or bottom

English proficiency group. An interview session was conducted with

this selective group of participants. A closer examination of LLS

preferences and utilization between participants scoring in the top 25%

of an English language proficiency test and those scoring in the

bottom 25% of the test would reveal which LLSs may have been more

beneficial for this group of language learners. The interview was

based primarily on an open-ended format to allow the interviewee

leeway in controlling the direction and the amount of content in

response to questioning. The interviews attempted to disclose several

key issues, these included reasons and possible sources of influence

for LLS selection. Inquiries were also directed at revealing motivation

and attitudes toward learning English. Further questioning included

individual language learning routines and beliefs. Participants were

also asked to share any advice they could offer to others studying

English. The interviews attempted to explore the initial reasons for

interest in English, the amount of language exposure, and expectations

concerning individual needs of English in the future. As many of the

results in the questionnaire remained puzzling with no feasible

explanation, these interviews soon took on an added critical role of

extracting further information from participants to provide needed

assistance in determining the rationale for selection and utilization of

LLSs.

The implementation of the SILL followed the guidelines as stated
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by the questionnaire's accompanying directives (Oxford, 1990). The

results of the SILL questionnaire were compared between the two

groups that were sorted according to scores on an English proficiency

test. A comparison of English proficiency levels and SILL utilization

indicated an unexpected correlation. In this particular sample group, it

was found that as English proficiency levels increased, LLS utilization

decreased. The SILL results of the top 25% of English proficient

learners had an average score of 3.0 while the bottom 25% had an

average score of 3.5. In every category, the SILL scores of the

bottom group were higher than that of the top group (see figure 1).
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« 3.5 -

2 3 -
8 2.5 -
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Figure 1
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According to SILL calculations, participants in the top proficiency

group utilized a medium range of LLSs in every category. In contrast,

SILL scores of the bottom proficiency group were calculated as being

high in nearly every category. These participants indicated a medium

level of utilization for memory and metacognitive strategies. The SILL

results in this study were uncharacteristic of typical SILL research

findings that have often established a positive correlation in the

frequency of strategy utilization and an increase in language
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proficiency levels (Bruen, 2001; Gan, Humphreys & Hamp-Lyons,

2004; Lan & Oxford, 2003).

Rote Learning Dependency

The interviews revealed that all of the participants in the study

received their initial exposure to LLSs, and in many cases their only

exposure, in the form of rote learning. Although most of the

participants attended different junior high schools, all of them were

encouraged to utilize rote learning by their junior high school English

teachers. Specifically, they were instructed to write vocabulary items

repeatedly until memorized. The reasons for its widespread application

are unclear. Speculation can certainly point towards dependence on

the use of standardized testing and entrance examinations and the

resultant pressures for teachers to have their students succeed with

high scores. Reliance on standardized testing tools to measure success

or failure within an educational system has been a source of scrutiny

for numerous years for a variety of reasons and the possibility of it

exerting influence on LLS preferences and utilization could certainly

be another of its undesirable side effects.

An additional influential factor for dependency on rote learning

may be learning strategy transfer from one academic discipline to

another. The Japanese writing system, a mixture of four separate

orthographical forms, hiragana, katakana, romaji, and kanji (Chinese

characters), may offer a suitable explanation for the over reliance on

rote learning. In addition to the complexities involved among a number

of possible phonological variations and interpretive meanings that may

exist with each kanji character, the learner must memorize the correct

stroke order in writing each line. As many of the kanji require at least
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a dozen or more strokes to complete each character, one can

understand that to obtain efficiency in memorizing writing patterns

within this complex orthographical system, utilization of rote learning

is crucial. Throughout the duration of education, a high school

graduate in Japan would have studied nearly two thousand basic kanji

(Habein & Mathias, 2000). Further education and specialization could

easily double that number. Considerably more characters are used in

the Chinese language on a daily basis, approximately ten to twelve

thousand (Campbell, 1991). Researchers have noted similarities in

Asian learners adopting rote learning as the primary LLS (O'Malley,

1987; O'Malley & Chamot, 1990; Politzer, 1983; Politzer & McGroarty,

1985). Furthermore, several studies have identified rote learning as

the most common LLS advocated by teachers of kanji (Naka & Naoi,

1995; Shimizu & Green, 2002; Wang & Thomas, 1992). A concept that

may be described as learning strategy transfer from one academic

discipline to another, in the orthographical mastery of Chinese

characters, may offer a more suitable explanation for rote learning

tendencies in language study among Asian learners.

Differences in LLS Utilization

An analysis of SILL scores between the two groups revealed less

utilization of LLSs with participants in the top English proficiency

group. During the interviews, further inquiry revealed that all of the

participants were introduced to rote learning in school. The key

difference that distinguishes the top group from the bottom group in

the study is that all of the participants in the top group, at an early

stage in language learning, rejected the rote learning method

advocated by their junior high school teachers and began to search for
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alternative LLSs on their own initiative. These learners rejected rote

learning because they felt that it was boring and ineffective. Rejection

of rote learning and a search for alternative LLSs at an early stage in

language learning were crucial in influencing the eventual success of

these participants. Although the participants in the bottom English

proficiency group admitted to a continued reliance on rote learning,

these learners also mentioned utilizing a higher variety of LLSs than

the participants in the top English proficiency group. The critical

factor that distinguishes either success or failure between these two

groups of language learners is the time that these learners began to

seek out and adopt different LLSs. Participants in the bottom group

became interested in English at a later stage of learning, overall.

While 6 of the 8 learners in the bottom group indicated being

interested in English less than 4 years ago, all of the learners in the

top group indicated being interested in English for a period exceeding

4 years or more.

Additional time is certainly advantageous for language learners,

allowing a longer period of refinement of LLS skills, and this may

offer a feasible explanation as to the observed differences in LLS

utilization and English proficiency levels between the top and bottom

groups. As many of the top proficient English learners have dismissed

rote learning as an ineffective LLS and began searching for other

more productive LLSs at an earlier stage of language learning, in time

these learners were more likely to find, adopt, and refine suitable LLS

alternatives. As many of the less proficient learners have indicated a

more recent interest in English, a possible explanation for their high

LLS utilization levels may simply be the fact that they are in the initial

stages of adopting and sampling LLSs. These learners are just

beginning to take the initiative to explore a variety of available LLSs
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in a process involving trial and error.

Instrumental and Integrative Orientation

As motivation and attitudes are certainly underlying variables

relevant to language learning in general, its applicability in influencing

LLS tendencies is an important element to consider as it directly

affects the degree of effort a language learner undertakes in pursing

the TL. Research investigating the impact of language learning

motivation towards LLS use has found it to be one of the most

significantly influential factors (Oxford & Nyikos, 1989; Oxford et al.,

1993; Wharton, 2000). Although this study did not specifically engage

in investigating motivation and attitudes, the interviews revealed some

distinguishing patterns between the different groups of learners that

need further clarification. As a potential variable influencing LLS

preferences and utilization, the concepts of instrumental and

integrative orientation were briefly examined. Instrumental orientation

is a concept initially defined by Gardner and Lambert (1972) to

describe learners with purely goal driven reasons to pursue L2 study,

such as, enhancing career advancement, fulfilling an educational

requirement, or simply increasing one's prestige in the community.

Another descriptive concept created by Gardener and Lambert,

integrative orientation, refers to learners who are motivated to study

a language with the purpose of meeting and communicating with

members of the TL community. Classification of learner motivation as

being strictly instrumental or integrative were not clear in some cases,

as language learners may sometimes indicate attributes from both

categories (Clement & Kruidenier, 1983). Nearly all of the participants

in the study indicated some degree of instrumental orientation. The
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majority of participants in both groups indicated a specific need for

language study to fulfill English-related career goals. An additional

distinguishing element between the two proficiency groups was

observed in the integrative actions of the participants. The unique

language setting of Okinawa offers TL communicative opportunities for

language learners, although geographic distance from English speaking

communities on the island may be a primary factor to consider in

many cases. Additionally, the majority of language learners in the top

proficiency group have experienced an extended period abroad in an

English-speaking country. Although both groups of language learners

indicated positive attitudes towards the TL, significant differences

were observed in engaging in actual communicative interaction with

members of the TL group. The majority of participants in the top

group indicated having native-English speaking friends while only one

participant in the bottom group indicated some occasional email

communication with a native-English speaking friend. Although, the

degree of integrative orientation was not measured in detail, simply

establishing the fact that increased outlets of native-speaker contact

were available for the majority of participants in the top English

proficiency group suggests the likelihood that integrative orientation

may have some relevance in regard to language learner attitudes and

motivation, and subsequently LLS preferences.

Conclusion

Numerous variables may potentially affect LLS selection and

utilization. Ultimately, it is the discretion of the individual language

learner to decide on the extent and form of LLS utilization.

Researchers have acknowledged the complex network of experiences,
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attitudes, perception and beliefs of the language learner in relation to

learning behavior (Benson, 2001; Cotterall, 1995; Horwitz, 1985, 1987,

1988; Nyikos & Oxford, 1993; Wenden, 1986, 1987, 1999; Yu, 2007).

During the interviews, an inquiry into an extensive array of factors

potentially influencing LLS outcome has led to a continual pattern of

reference to the dominant role of the teacher. The demands of

educational settings requiring stringent standardized examinations

restrict teachers to focus on preparing students for tests. In numerous

cases, LLS utilization has been the result of guidance received in class

for learners to maintain rote learning methods. Although arguably not

necessarily ineffective for certain aspects of language learning such as

vocabulary acquisition (Nation, 2009), singular focus on this particular

LLS may be detrimental to the overall goals of language learning. An

additional source that may further aggravate rote learning dependency

may be due to the complexity of the Japanese writing system and the

preferred methods of study. Learning the Japanese writing system

requires the mastery of a complex array of four separate

orthographical forms requiring years of dedicated study. As a number

of researchers have found an inclination among teachers to use rote

learning methods in classes teaching Chinese characters (Naka &

Naoi, 1995; Shimizu & Green, 2002; Wang & Thomas, 1992), it is not

surprising that many Asian learners have continued to utilize this

particular LLS. A concept that may be described as learning strategy

transfer could offer explanation of shared strategies found in different

academic disciplines.

A significant distinction was observed among participants in the

two proficiency groups in the degree of social distance with the target

group. All of the learners in the top group indicated having native-

English speaking friends while only one participant in the bottom
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group indicated occasional communicative interaction with a native

speaker of English. These findings are parallel to Schumann (1978,

1986) on the principles of his acculturation theory in that success in

the TL corresponds to the degree of social and psychological contact

with the target language group. Although a questionnaire attempted to

assess attitudes and motivational inclinations of participants based on

the Gardner and Lambert (1972) concept of orientation as either

instrumental or integrative, it became obvious that a disparity existed

between expressed motivational inclinations and actual TL

communicative interaction.

Finally, participants in the top proficiency group have indicated

an exploration into alternative LLSs at an early stage in their language

learning endeavors. These students felt rote learning was ineffective

and insufficient for their language learning goals and they began to

search for other LLSs based on their own intuition. A process that

may be described as a random experiment of "trial and error" may

have determined the eventual success or failure of these language

learners. Another factor distinguishing these language learners from

the bottom proficiency group may be the element of time. As nearly

all of participants in both groups have acknowledged utilizing a variety

of LLSs, the bottom English proficiency group initiated their search for

alternative LLSs fairly recently. This fact may strengthen the

argument for introducing LLSs at an early stage in language learning.

An awareness of the diversity of available LLSs can only improve the

likelihood of success for language learners. Individual differences in

learning styles, motivation, expectations and goals should persuade

educators to offer language learners a more diverse selection of LLSs

that may better correspond to their needs. Although this study only

presents some insight into a small selection of possible influential
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variables affecting LLS selection and utilization among a limited

sample group, it is hoped that this general investigation of issues in

LLSs may promote further discussion and awareness into an area

deemed critical for enhancing the language learning process.
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Summary

Strategies in learning a foreign language and English proficiency

levels: an examination of Japanese EFL learners

Norman Fewell

This study attempts to examine language learning strategy (LLS)

utilization patterns of Japanese EFL learners. The Strategy Inventory

for Language Learning (SILL), developed by Oxford (1990) to assess

selection and frequency of LLSs, provided insight into individual

utilization of memory, cognitive, compensation, metacognitive and

social strategies. A comparison of two groups of learners, sorted

according to language proficiency levels, revealed that selection of

LLSs may have been a critical factor in determining eventual success

or failure in language learning.
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